In order to develop the spatial-temporal equalization technique for 3G/4G mobile mmmunication system, it is llecessary to grasp indcor or outdmr propagation structure. In recent year, it is pmpmed to apply the ahliQal neural network (A") to The purpos~s are to direct narrow beam to the terminals after detechhg the directions. In this paper, we propose an algorithm using an ANN to estimate mupled DOA and M A of multiple incident waves.
In order to estimate propagation parameters, we define category p. A wave subject to categoryphssde~yofisymbolsanddirectionofarrivalof(m,, Q J . b , a n d Q , m defined BS b,d~-1)5QIJ(deg.) and 0 ,=&-1)5O/K(deg.), respectively J and K are category numhera of azimuth and elewatian angle, mpwtively When N data d frequency domain from a mctmguk array of M,xM2 elements are use4 incident signal^,,"""^ to the array antema is expressed by a& is time sequence mmplex signal, T is symbol rate of time sequence signal, $. is h o r n Formula (1) and (6), weight w,,, and I,,-he expressed by next formulas. neurons subject to each category ignite. Fig.4 shows ariol.her example* [if :1 iiii,irlmt waves with with ( *,(I , T)=@ 0" 0 symhoW 30' 2 symhol3 a n d W 0" 1 svmhrds).
. . . . . . :-I > . I . Category number P can be expressed by next formula.
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We have evaluated how to igpite neumns in the caw that signal., not belong to the set categories are incident. at all the rest ofcategories in order. We have trialsets of179x6 in the end Number of wmng sting read& has been counkd. We also have applied CNR as a parameter to the investigation. Fig.6 shows the results. In this figure, black line shows the case that parameters of both waves were &le to estimated cmrectly. and I.ed line shows the case that parametem ofonly one wave were able to estimated
